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consuption were measured every fifteen minutes for a 
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measured values. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In the early 1970's, people had to face the fact that 
the natural resources which were consumed at a prodigious 
rate and upon which our civilization had depended were no 
longer plentiful. The oil embargo of 1973 and subsequent 
escalation in fuel prices helped the recognition of the need 
to conserve enery resources. These events resulted in 
increased attention towards development and acceptance of 
energy conserving systems which use energy resources more 
efficiently. The fact that more than one-quarter of the 
total energy consumption in the United States is used for 
residential and commercial space heating,cooling and water 
heating diverted the researchers towards the study of more 
efficient heating and cooling equipment. 
The heat pump has been attracting attention as an effi-
cient, economical alternative to conventional heating and 
cooling systems. This is because, of all the conventional 
heating systems available today, it alone can deliver more· 
energy in the form of heat than it takes to operate, and it 
can to perform the dual functions of heating and cooling 
with tbs same equipment. 
The first-cost differential for total electric heat 
pump systems compared to other types of heating and cooling 
1 
systems has narrowed, because of improved designs and the 
desirability of air conditioning for comfort that is year-
round. 
Basically, a heat pump is a device that pumps heat from 
a relatively cool area to a warmer area. air-coupled heat 
pump in the cooling mode works like an ordinary air condi-
tioner, by extracting heat from inside a building and pump-
ing it outdoors. During cold weather, a heat pump can 
reverse itself to absorb heat from the air outdoors and 
transfer it inside to heat the air indoors. 
Air-coupled heat pumps are the most commonly used hest 
pumps. The air-coupled heat pump has been in market for 
quite some time: air-coupled heat pump installers today 
make better applications and installations because of 
knowledge gained from earlier heat pump installations: manu-
facturers have developed heat pumps with better performance 
characteristics and reliability: and most importantly, air 
is universally available as a heat source/sink. 
The air-coupled heat pump system efficiency is depen-
dent on the ambient temperatures. The heat pump capacity and 
coefficient of performance decrease as the outdoor ambient 
temperature decreases in the heating mode. This is clearly 
shown in Figure 1 which is a plot of heat pump capacity and 
heating demand of a commercial heat pump unit as a function 
of ambient temperature. During periods of low ambient temp-
eratures the air-coupled heat pumps were usually shut off. 
This requires the air-coupled heat pump to have backup heat-
2 
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ing (usually electric resistance) to carry the heating load. 
The use of electric heat backup and inefficient heat pump 
operations present winter peaking problems to some utility 
companies. As these heavy peak loads occur for a relatively 
short duration, the incresed reserve power production capac-
ity remains idle for most of the time in the year. This is 
clearly indicated in Figure 2 which shows the Knipe sub-sta-
tion demand in comparison to the total OG&E system demfor 
the year 1981 and Figure 3 shows the system demand for the 
peak day July 23, 1981. 
The large capital investments in power producing equip-
ment to meet peak demands has forced.the utility companies 
to find a solution to moderate the peak demand, encouraging 
research studies in more efficient heat pump systems and 
stable sources of low grade heat. 
One heat source/sink that recently has received atten-
tion is the earth. The earth temperature varies with lati-
tude, weather conditions, altitude, landscaping soil proper-
ties, rainfall and other properties. But at a sufficient 
depth, the ground retains a relatively uniform temperature 
throughout the year. Figure 4 shows the approximate temper-
ature of water from a well at depths of 50 to 150 feet. A 
considerable area of the U.S. has a ground temperature in 
excess of 60 degrees Fahrenheit. Collins (1) states that at 
these depths the seasonal variations is not more than one 
degree Fahrenheit. This makes the ground an ideal heat 
source/sink for the heat pump and promises improved COP of 
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heat pump systems. This can be seen from Figure 5 a plot of 
heat pump capacity and performance of a water source heat 
pump that might be used in a closed loop ground-coupled 
application. 
The Electric Power Research Institute and the Oklahoma 
Gas and Electric Company funded a research project to con-
duct both experimental and theoretical work to determine 
whether Ground-Cooled Heat Pumps might signifacantly reduce 
electricity peak demand and residential energy consumption. 
air-coupled and ground-coupled heat pumps were installed in 
two identical houses in Perkins, Oklahoma, for this study. 
The objectives of this Master's study were were: 
1. To closely monitor and study the performance and 
reliability of the air-coupled and ground-coupled heat pump 
systems for a period of one year. 
2. To develop a computer program to simulate the build-
ing thermal load and electric power consumption of the heat 
pump system and compare the measured and simulated HVAC 
demand. 
3. To perform comparative analyses of the performance 
of air-coupled and ground-coupled systems in terms of elec-
tric power consumption and system efficiency. 
4. To compare the performance of the installed air-
coupled and ground-coupled heat pump systems to the ideal 
performance of a similar system using a recently developed, 
efficient ground-coupled pump. 
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CHAPTER II 
DESCRIPTION OF THE HOUSES AND 
HEAT PUMP SYSTEMS 
Environment 
Oklahoma State University; a sub-contractor of the 
Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company and the Electric Power 
Research Institute, chose Perkins, a small town eleven miles 
south of Stillwater in north central Oklahoma for this 
study. Air-coupled and ground-c~upled heat pump systems 
were installed in two identical north facing houses on adja-
cent lots in a new sub-division which includes approximatly 
50 small two and three bedroom,single family houses. Typical 
wheather data of the area is shown in Table I. The Perkins 
community was chosen for this heat pump study mainly due to 
the reason that it was close to Oklahoma State University 
making it easy for data collection. Further the Knipe sub-
station which serves the Perkins community has substantial 
summer and winter peak demands. 
Design and Construction of the Houses 
The houses were designed with energy conservation as a 
major consideration. Approximate floor area excluding the 
garage is 1100 Sq.ft. Basic floor plan of all the houses 
9 
f·ionth 
January 
February 
r;arch 
April 
fiay 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
Annual 
TABLE I 
WEATHER SUMMARY 
8.Y.!J_._ Min. ~_v_g_:__l~a~ 
C F C F 
-4 25 9 48 
-2 28 12 55 
3 37 17 63 
9 49 22 72 
14 57 26 79 
17 64 31 88 
21 70 33 93 
21 69 33 93 
16 61 29 85 
8 47 24 75 
3 37 16 61 
-2 28 9 48 
8 47 22 72 
Ra i nfa 11 · 
Inches 
Normal 
----
1. 16 
1. 35 
1.86 
2.86 
4.62 
4.24 
3.53 
3.21 
3.38 
2.78 
l.85 
l. 34 
32. 18 
Source: Climatological Data of Stillwater, Oklahoma 1893-1975. 
Agricultural Experiment Station, Oklahoma State Uni ve rs i ty, 
Research Report P-739, August, 1976, pp. 6,9. 
11 
are shown in Figure 6. The houses are built on 10cm X 5cm(2 
in) styrofoam insulation 30cm (12 in) deep around the perim-
eter. The walls are insulated with 9 cm (3.5 in) fiberglass 
batting and 1.27 cm (0.5 in) styrofoam (R-19), the roofs 
with 30 cm ( 12 in) (R-36) of rockwool and the floors pad-
ded and carpeted. As shown in Figure 7, the exterior of the 
houses are bricked, all plumbing is located on walls in 
order to reduce heat loss in the piping and the air ducts 
are located within the heated space of the house to minimize 
losses. The houses are equipped with steel insulated doors 
with magnetic seals and storm windows. The houses are fur-
nished with almost identical lighting,cooking and laundry 
equipment. The furniture is similar but not identical. 
Table II shows the summary of residents consumption habits. 
Air-Coupled Heat Pump System 
The air-coupled heat pump installed in the east house 
is a Carrier model 38 CQ015/40AQa018 of split system 
type,with a rated cooling capacity of 15,500 Btu/hr and a 
heating capacity of 16,500 Btu/hr. The indoor section has a 
lOKW electric heater for emergency heat and a direct expan-
sion fan coil unit. Compressor,fan coil and defrost mecha-
nisms are present in the outdoor section. When the ambient 
temperature is below 45 F and the coil saturated suction 
temperature indicates freezing, the defrost cycle is actu-
ated with a maximum defrost time of 10 minutes within each 
90 minute period. Physical data, dimension, and performance 
11 
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13 
Figure 7. Exterior of the East House 
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TABLE II 
SUMMARY OF RESIDENT'S CONSUMPTION HABITS 
!!AST Wr.:::;T 
Number of Occupants 
During the Day 1 1 
In the Evening 4 2 
On the Weekend 4 2 
Thermostat Setting* 
Day 72 68 
Night 68 68 
Appliances washing machine washing machine 
dryer dryer 
dishwasher dishwasher 
refrigerator refrigerator 
TV (2) TV (2) 
oven oven 
range range 
freezer freezer 
stereo stereo 
Loads of Laundry/Week 15 4 
Water Temperature warm hot, warm 
Windows double paned double paned 
curtains double curtains 
Lights Commonly Used (1 ) 250W (3) 100W 
(2) 200W ( 1 ) fluorescent 
(8) 60W 
(1) fluorescent 
"Heating season settings 
data for the air-coupled system are presented in Appendix A. 
The Ground Coupled Heat Pump System 
The ground-coupled heat pump that is installed in the 
west house is Commandaire model SPW-150. It is a single-
package unit with compressor,coils and blower all housed in 
a single cabinet. Figure 8 shows the schematic of the 
Ground-Coupled heat pump system. The heat pump has a rated 
cooling capacity of 19,500 Btu/hr and a rated heating capac-
ity of 28,500 Btu/hr. The refrigerant-to- water heat 
exchanger is connected to a U-tube exchanger installed in 
the ground for heat rejection or extraction. 
A schematic of the polyethylene U-tube ground coupling 
• • I • heat exchanger system 1s shown 1n·F1gure 9. In the backyard 
of the house the earth was drilled to contain the U-tube 
ground coupling system. The U-tube installation consists of 
two 250 ft long 1-1/2 inch IPS schedule 40-8600 driscopipe 
made of high density polyet~ylene fused to a U-bend at one 
end.The advantages of the system are that the scale deposit 
in the heat exchanger is almost eliminated,pumping power is 
greatly reduced to that necessary only to overcome friction 
in the system and no water must be disposed of. Both the 
air-coupled and the ground- coupled heat pump systems have a 
domestic water preheater that utilizes waste heat from the 
hot gases exiting the compressor. 
lS 
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Figure 8. Schematic of Ground-Coupled Heat Pump 
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Thermostat 
A Carrier model thermostat that uses mercury-in-glass 
for electrical switching was initially installed. The ther-
mostat provide~ two stage heating and one stage cooling con-
trols. The set point for energizing the second stage is set 
manually. The thermostat was provided with two levers and 
are parted to set the temperature differential. By setting 
a desired temperature differential,the heat pump mode of 
operation could be changed from heating to cooling or vice-
versa. But continual adjusting of the thermostat had 
resulted in frequent indoor temperature changes and resis-
tance usage. 
In September 1982, Smartstat 1000 solid state thermos-
t~ts were installed in the houses. With the cooperation of 
the occupants a better control of the indoor temperature was 
attained. The thermostat permited the scheduling of night 
time economy periods,whereby_t~e building temperature was 
allowed to decrease during cold weather(setback) and 
increase during warm weather (set-up) at night while the 
occupants were asleep. It also allowed the scheduling day-
time economy periods, whereby the temperature was decreased 
during winter and increased during the summer when the occu-
pants were away from home. 
18 
CHAPTER III 
DATA ACQUISITION AND MANAGEMENT 
Considerable study, planning and attention was given to 
the amount and type of data to be collected for accurate 
comparison of the performance of the heat pump systems. 
Fifty one different parameters needed to compare the heat 
pump systems were determined from energy balances performed 
on various parts of the occupied space heat pump systems. A 
list of all the measured parameters is shown in Figure 10. 
Instrumentation 
The instruments used for environmental measurements 
were copper constantan thermocouples for temperatures, a 
variable capacitance device for humidity, pyranometers for 
insalation, a typical three cup anemometer with pulsed 
voltage outputs and a typical vane with an externally 
excited variable resistance output for wind velocity and 
direction. 
Thermal performance of each system was monitored by 
temperature, flow and heat flux measurements. Temperatures 
were measured by thermocouple probes inserted into the 
system flow path. Fluid flow and heat flux measurements 
were made by a single unit that measures temperatures and 
flows and then digitally integrates to obtain a heat flux 
19 
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Parameters to be Measured 
N 
0 
measurement. 
An array of kilowatt-hour meters were used to measure 
the electric power consumption. The meters were provided 
with special switch closures which were activated by the 
rotation of the meter. Each closure was measured as an 
electric pulse and represented a fraction of one-watt hour. 
Data Collection 
A shed arrangement shown in Figure 11 was used for 
housing the data collection and recording equipment. A 
Campbell Scientific CR5 data logging unit executed the 
conditioning, collecting and recording functions of the 
signals from the transducers. Figure 12 shows the basic 
data collection system. 
The various measurements were transformed into 
appropriate digital values and were scanned by the CR-5 
control module that contained the system clock and the 
software necessary to integrate each of the signal 
conditioning modules. The time period between scans was set 
for 15 minutes. 
The CR-5 has several ouput options. Without the 
addition of special interface modules, the CR-5 can only 
output data to a small on-board printer. Two output modules 
were added: a R-235 audio tape interface was used to convert 
each scan to modulated analog signals that were recorded on 
audio tape. A TC-235 telecommunications module and an SC-232 
serial communication interface were added to the data logger 
to provide a means of immediate access to recently collected 
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w 
data. The TC-235 contained a random access memory that 
retained the last eight hours of data collected by the CR-5. 
A Vadic 300 Baud modem and a telephone line were connected 
in order to allow immediate access to the data. 
Data Transfer 
An IBM 370 main frame system at Oklahoma State 
University was used to store all the collected data. A data 
flow diagram in Figure 13 illustrates the path the data take 
through the various components of the data transfer system. 
A Campbell Scientific A-235 terminal/recorder interface 
connected to a TEAC 3300sx reel-to-reel tape recorder was 
used for the playback and decoding of audio tape data. The 
A-235 tape/terminal interface was equipped with a standard 
RS-232 port that can be operated at 300 or 1200 baud rate. 
A Biscomp 1022 intelligent modem was used to collect data 
directly by phone. 
The Radio Shack TRS-80 model III Micro-Computer was 
used to link various data transfer devices. It offered a 
high level of control and interaction between various 
electronic and human interfaces necessary to achieve 
consistent, accurate data transfer. With two 5-1/4 inch 
soft magnetic disk drives and 32K of random-access memory, 
the TRS-80 micro-computer had adequate storage space to meet 
all the requirements of the data transfer operations. The 
data collected either on tape or in the memory of the TC-235 
were first transferred to 5-1/4 inch soft magnetic floppy 
disks. Each disk has the capacity of holding 3-1/2 days of 
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Figure 13. Data Transfer System 
raw data. The TRS-80 software, transfer program ,·TRS 
IBM/D.ISK IBM' was used to transfer data from floppy disk to 
the IBM 370 main frame temporary disk. 
The software developed by Jeffrey P. Harris ( 2) to 
fill the requirements of an automatic data acquisition 
system helped to collect and transfer phone data to IBM 370 
main-frame computer for immediate analysis. Most of the 
information on the above topics were obtained from Frienson 
(3 I and Jeffrey ( 2),. 
Data Processing and Storage 
TRS-80 micro-computer had the capability of 
transferring only data for 3-1/2 days from tape to IBM main 
frame at a time. So it was necessary to merge these IBM 
small data volumes to a single file containing all the data 
collected during one month and named according to the month 
and year (eg.Jan 82. tape. data). These files were copied to 
the IBM 6250 BPI data tapes before they were edited for long 
term usage and safety reasons. A sample of unedited tape 
data is given in Figure 14. 
The ultimate goal of the data system was to provide 
continous and accurate data in a form that were acceptable 
to the user. In order to achieve this, the data were to be 
edited for problems like missing scans, missing channels, 
odd and over range characters. The data was also required 
to be expanded for easier use by Fortran Programs. The idea 
of editing and expanding the data by hand was given up 
mainly because it was expensive, time consuming and needed a 
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large computer memory size for the monthly data files. A 
program written to do this automatically is "Raw.To.Disk". 
Further details about data editing are described by Richard 
(4). The monthly clean data [iles were also named according 
to the month and year (eq.Jan 82. Clean. Data) and were 
stored for later use in IBM 6250 BPI data tapes. 
The clean data were quite voluminous and made little 
sense owing to the fact that each channel values have to be 
converted to proper units by a multiplication factor. A 
totaling program was written to convert these 15 minute 
values to proper units and to condense the data to hourly, 
daily and monthly values by ~umming or averaging. A sample 
of daily values are given in Figure 15. The hourly and 
daily values of the data were also stored in IBM 6250 BPI 
data tapes. A tabulation of ~he currently measured 
parameters, their corresponding "channel" numbers, 
conversion factors and units are given in the Appendix B. 
In order to present the data graphically, statistical 
analysis system (SAS/Graph) programs were developed. 
SAS/Graph programs XPLOT, HRSAS, and DYSAS were used for 
the 15 minute, hourly and daily values. The data flow 
diagram in Figure 16 shows the data processing and storage 
system. The details of the monthly edited and unedited files 
that are stored in different IBM 6250 BPI data tapes are 
given in Appendix B. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SIMULATION PROCEDURE 
Simulation of the heating and cooling energy require-
ments of the occupied buildings was done by a two-step cal-
culation procedure. First, the transient heating or cooling 
load demand of the occupied space in response to the exter-
nal weather conditions were determined. Next the energy con-
sumption and performance of an environmental control system 
(in this case air-coupled and ground-coupled heat pump sys-
tem) to supply or dissipate the energy load were calculated. 
Building Thermal Load Model 
CHLSYM (5) is a computer simulation program developed 
in the School of Mechanic~! and Aero-Space Engineering 
Department at Oklahoma State University to determine the 
transient heating and cooling demands of residential and 
commercial buildings. The load simulation program simulates 
the hourly sensible and latent loads on the building taking 
into account the building's architectural characteristics, 
such as material properties,wall thickness,and shading pat-
terns, along with outdoor weather data. The system simula-
tion calculates the energy required by the system to satisfy 
the loads. 
The CHLSYM program uses the transfer function method 
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outlined in the 1972 ASHRAE Hand Book of Fundamentals(G). 
Solar input and internal heat generation due to people, 
lights, and appliances were accounted for in the calcula-
tions. The program also computes the indoor air temperatures 
and heat extraction or addition rates as a function of 
equipment capacity and schedule of operations. CHLYSM was 
efficient in determining the thermal requirements of the 
buildings, but some modifications and updated versions were 
necessary for accurate simulation of the Perkins house. The 
following modifications were applied to CHLSYM without con-
flicting with the calculation procedure. 
Infiltration Model 
Air infiltration has long been recognized as a signifi-
cant portion of the total heating or cooling loads in a res-
idence. The CHLYSM program uses the crack method to calcu-
late the amount of infiltration air for the building. 
Irrespective of the season, it uses a constant amount of 
infiltrations for day and night. But, in reality, natural 
air leakage in residential structures is much smaller in a 
summer than winter. Winter air leakage a in specific struc-
ture is caused by two weather factors: (1) wind direction 
and velocity; and ,(2) inside-outside temperature differ-
ence, which causes the so called chimney effect. In summer, 
this effect is of course absent and wind velocities are 
lower in many localities. George (7) had developed a gener-
alized computer simulation model to predict hourly air 
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infiltration rates. The ASHRAE technique , which uses 
indoor outdoor temperature differences, wind velocity and 
statistical linear regression constants has been adopted in 
this model. The regression model has the form, 
I=Kl+K2*~ t+K*v • 
. Where I=air change rate per hour 
At=indoor -outdoor temperature 
difference in centigrade 
v=wind speed (mph) 
Kl,K2,K3=emprical constants 
Typical values of the constants suitable for different 
classes or houses are given in Table III. Introduction of 
this model has greatly helped to simulate the infiltration 
load more accurately. 
Internal Loads 
An accurate estimate of thermal load due to people, 
lights, appliances and equipment was essential for load sim-
ulation. Both the air-coupled and ground-coupled houses 
were occupied by a two-member family. So the number of peo-
ple to be accounted for internal load calculation was 
assumed constant. Owing to the inability of the data col-
lection system to measure all the lighting and appliances 
energy consumption separately, 
the base load energy consumption 
it was decided to calculate 
by deducting the heat pump 
system energy consumption from total energy consumption. 
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TABLE III 
COEFFICIENTS FOR MULTIPLE LINEAR 
REGRESSION INFILTRATION 
~tructlon Type K1 Kz Ki 
'llpt 0.10 0 011 0.034 
Medium 0.10 o 017 0.049 
·loose 0.10 0.023 0.067 
Descriptloa 
New building whc:re ,~ial precautions have been taken to prevent infiltrauon. 
Building constructed using conventional construction procedures. 
Evidence of~. -:Qnstruction or older buildings where joints have separated. 
w 
~ 
Base load energy consists of all the energy consumed by 
the lights,cooking,washing,laundry,television, and other 
small household appliances. Most of the lights in the Per-
kins residences were of the incandescent type. The building 
load calculated by taking the whole base load as internal 
load resulted in poor results probably because that the sen-
sible and latent heat gains by the appliances were reduced 
more than 50% by the positive exhaust systems. So it was 
necessary to find out by trial and error the percentage of 
base load that had to be taken for accurate simulation of 
the building load. Again, it was the behaviour of the occu-
pants that determined the percentage to be calculated. 
Forty five percent of the base load was found to give good 
results for the themal load of the building. 
Update of Transfer Functions 
CHLSYM had been basically developed from the ASHRAE 
algorithm explained in the ASHRAE Book of Fundamentals 1972 
volume(6). The transfer function method has been simplified 
and updated in the recent years. It was decided to update 
CHLSYM with the simplified transfer functions given in the 
ASHRAE fundamental volume of 1981. 
The use of .a transfer function is an accepted way of 
relating a heat gain component to a corresponding cooling 
load component. The transfer function depends on the nature 
of heat gain and heat storage characteristics of the space. 
The heat gain q and the corresponding cooling load Q at time 
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Carrier air-coupled and obtained good results. The capacity 
of the ground -coupled heat pump system is a funtion of 
three quantities flow, entering water temperature and 
dry-bulb room temperature. Faisal fitted a second degree 
polynomial fit for the ground coupled heat pump system. 
According to this model the predicted capacity dropped with 
flow for the present simulation. In reality ,the heat pump 
capacity increases exponentially and approaches a constant 
value assymtotically. Hence a new funtion, which is a combi-
nation of two parabolic and one exponential curves were 
introduced in the curve fit. 
The Polynomials for heating mode are: 
Heating capacity (Btu/hr) 
2 2 
Q = CFHC (eO + e1.E'IIT + e2.E.~"T + e3.TDB + e4.TDB + e5.EWT.TDB) 
( 1 - Exp ( e6.GPM) ) 
Heat extraction rate (Btu/hr) 
2 2 
QHES = CFHE (fO + f1 .EWT + f2.E1,JT -r f3. TD3 + F4. TDB + 
f5.EWT.TJB).(1 - Exp (f6.GPM) ) 
Power Input, heating (Kw) 
2 2 
PHS = C?'K',,J ( gO + g1. 3WT + g2.EWT + g3. TDB + g4. TDB + 
g5.E:.JT.TDB). (1 - Exp (g6.GPM) ) 
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Where 
EWT = Entering Water Temperature(F) 
GPM = Water Flow Rate (gal/min) 
TDB = Air Dry Bulb Temperature(F) 
CFHC,CFHE,CFKW = Correction factor.for heating capa-
city heat extraction rate,and power Input respectively 
when the air volume is not equal to 600 cfm·. 
Similar polynomial curve-fits were introduced for cooling 
steady-state values. 
Heat Pump Cyclic Effect 
Under part load conditions most of the- light residen-
tial heat pump systems are cycled ON and OFF. At the 
instant when the unit is turned ON, its heating or _cooling 
capacity will be zero, though it is using electrical energy. 
It is followed by a transient period in which both capacity 
and power approach their steady-state levels. This is shown 
in Figure 17. Because of the lower thermal efficiency dur-
38 
ing the transient period, the unit has to run a for longer 
time and use more energy to match a given imposed thermal 
load. For an accurate simulation procedure, it was decided 
to include a good model to take into account the cyclic 
effect. Though equipment manufacturers provide detailed 
performance data for their units under continuous operation, 
cyclic performance data were not correctly available. 
The procedure described by George (7) for cyclic per-
formance was adopted in this modification. Figure 18 shows 
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the heat pump on time and cycling rate for the heating mode. 
Figure 3 showed the balance point of a heat pump system. In 
the heating mode, at outdoor temperatures above the balance 
point the structure heating load will be less than the 
equipment heating capacity. The room thermostat will then 
cycle the equipment ON and OFF such that the delivered 
capacity matches the structural load. At lower outdoor 
temperatures the heat pump will run continuously. In the 
cooling mode, at lower outdoor temperatures the structure 
cooling load will be less than the equipment cooling capac-
ity, leading to equipment cycling. At higher outdoor temp-
eratures, the equipment will run continuously. Figure 19 
shows ON time and Cycling rate characteristics for cooling. 
The time taken to reach the 67% of the steady-state 
capacity varied from 15 to 45 seconds in most of the heat 
pump systems. An average of 30 seconds was taken as the 
heat pump time constant. Depending upon the thermal load, 
the cyclic rate was calculated. The product of cyclic rate 
and time constant was added to heat pump ON time to calcu-
late the heat pump running time to supply or remove the 
thermal load. 
Performance Correction 
It was found during actual measurement of the heat pump 
system energy consumption that the system was not performing 
to the manufacturer's steady-state performance data. Both 
air coupled and ground-coupled units were consuming about 10 
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to 15 percent more than the stated steady-state values for 
that particular condition. This is clearly shown in F{gures 
20 and 21 for both the air-coupled and ground-coupled units. 
A correction factor was introduced for heat pump capacity 
and good results were obtained. 
Flow of Information in the Simulation 
The user first decides the period and the heat pump 
system for which he wishes to run this simulation program. 
The IBM data file which contains measured values of outdoor 
and indoor environmental conditions,HVAC thermal and mechan-
ical performances and electrical power consumption for that 
particular period is linked to the main program. The build-
ing load program converts the 15 minute data to hourly val-
ues and uses them to calculate the building thermal load for 
every hour. The user inputs the thermostat throttling 
range,thermostat settings and their times, and the equip-
ment's maximum and minimum capacities. The house parameters 
are stored in a separate file which is linked to this load 
program. 
The 
radiation 
program uses 
falling on 
a subroutine SOLAR 
horizontal surface 
to convert the 
to that on an 
inclined plane, a 
enthalpy,saturation 
subroutine XMOIST to determine the 
moisture content and actual moisture 
content of the moist air, and a subroutine HEATX to compute 
the heat extraction rate and room temperature. The output 
of the program, which is the thermal load of the building is 
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stored in a separate file for plotting and further use. 
The system simulation program is then executed to simu-
late the performance of a particular heat pump system. The 
thermal load and indoor conditions were fed to this program. 
Depending upon the system,the house and the mode of opera-
tion, seperate subroutines computes the heat pump actual 
capacity, heat extraction or rejection rate to the 
ground,operation time, power usage and heat pump coefficient 
of performance are called. A subroutine VEWEX (Vertical 
Earth Water Heat Exchanger) is called by the ground-coupled 
heat pump simulation program to calculate the water tempera-
ture exiting the well. Further details of these programs 
can obtained from Faisal (a) and Joshi 19). The flow charts 
for this computer program are presented in APPENDIX C. 
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CHAPTER V 
DISUSSION OF RESULTS 
Comparison of the performance of the air-coupled and 
ground- coupled heat pump systems is done in three stages. 
First, the building load and system simulation model was 
validated by comparing the measur~d HVAC demand with simu-
lated values for a period of one year from April,1982 to 
March 1983. Next, the air-coupled and ground-coupled heat 
pump systems HVAC demand and performances are compared. 
Third, the air-coupled and ground-coupled heat pump systems 
are compared with a similar system but using a recently 
developed Freidrich ground-coupled heat pump. 
Measured versus Simulated 
HVAC Energy Demand 
Comparison of measured ve~sus simulated HVAC demand 
values are clearly shown in three types of graphical presen-
tations. Hourly values for a few days in August,1982 and 
few days in January 1983, daily values for three summer 
months from July 1982 to September 1982 and three winter 
months from December 1982 to Feburary 1983 and monthly val-
ues for the whole year from April 1982 to March, 1983 are 
presented. 
Both the air-coupled and ground-coupled heat pump 
46 
systems were instrumented to measure energy consumed by the 
individual components of the system every 15 minutes. Fig-
ure 22 shows the comparison of measured and simulated hourly 
energy demand for a period of three consecutive days in Jan-
uary 1983. The air-coupled heat pump system shown in Figure 
22 had a nighttime temperature set-back and can be seen 
clearly that the unit had been shut down by the smartsta 
t thermostat. The simulation model is also able to predict 
this set-back very accurately and follows the pattern of the 
measured values. The ground-coupled heat pump system shown 
in Figure 22 does not have a night time set back and so it 
can be seen that the HVAC energy demand at no time exceeds 
1.0 kilo-watts/hour while in the air-coupled heat pump sys-
tem has a peak of about 2.2 kilo-watts/hour. 
Measured and simulated values of the HVAC demand in 
kilowatts are shown in Figure 23 for the cooling mode. It 
is clearly seen that during the period 18th to 22nd of 
August,1982, the simulated values closely followed the meas-
ured values and the air-coupled heat pump system consumed 
more energy than ground-coupled unit. 
Figures 24 through 26 shows comparisons of simulated 
HVAC demand in Kwh/day of the air-coupled and ground-coupled 
heat pump systems for a period of three summer months from 
July 1982 to September 1982. The figures also show the 
measured outdoor daily average temperature along with meas-
ured indoor daily average temperatures of the air-coupled 
and ground-coupled houses. It can be seen that the simu-
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lated values follow the measured values and the simulated 
total HVAC demand of the whole month is very close to the 
measured actual values. However Figure 26 shows some dis-
crepancy for the month of September 1982. The simulation 
results show that the heat pump system has to run to main-
tain a comfortable condition in the house. But measured 
values show the unit did not run during that period from 
September 18th-30th. On close examination of the indoor and 
outdoor temperature in Figure 26 it can be seen that the 
occupants had voluntarily switched off the unit and allowed 
the room temperature to rise. 
Figures 27 through 29 show the comparison of measured 
and simulated HVAC energy demand for the air-coupled and 
ground-coupled heat pump systems for three winter months 
from December 1982 to February 1983. The simulated daily 
HVAC energy demand closely followed the pattern of measured 
values. The discrepancy between the measured values and 
simulation values can be mainly attributed to the habits of 
the occupants in the house. The occupants did not operate 
the positive ventilation system in the rest room and cooking 
range in the winter seasons and so a considerable amount of 
heat generated by hot water and appliances was added to the 
house and the inability to accurately measure the power con-
sumption of the electrical equipment was also one of the 
reasons. 
Monthly values of the simulated and measured HVAC 
energy demand for the whole year from April 1982 to March 
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1983 are plotted in Figure 30 for the air-coupled heat pump 
system and in Figure 31 for the ground led -coupled system. 
Simulated values followed the path of measured values in a 
pretty good manner for winter and summer months. But in the 
month of May and November, the occupants had shut down the 
unit and allowed the room temperature to rise. The total 
annual values of the measured and simulated HVAC demand 
deviated only by less than 3% for both the houses. 
Comparison of Air-Coupled and 
Ground-coupled Heat Pump 
System Performances 
Watthour meter readings were taken every week for both 
the air-coupled and ground-coupled houses for regular per-
formance comparison. Figure 32 is a plot of the comparison 
of the monthly energy use of both the systems. Numerical 
values of the monthly energy use are given in the Table IV 
From the measured data, the number of hours the fan ran per 
day is determined and plotted in Figure 33, which is a com-
parison of hours of operation of the air-coupled and 
ground-coupled heat pump systems to the daily average out-
door temperature for a period of 15 months from January,1982 
to March, 1983. Comparison of HVAC demand to outdoor temp-
erature for air-coupled and ground-coupled houses for Janu-
ary,1982 is plotted in Figure 34. It can seen from the Fig-
ures 33 & 34 that the ground-coupled heat pump system is 
superior to air-coupled heat pump system in terms of demand 
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TABLE VII 
MONTHLY ENERGY USE (KW) FOR THE AIR-COUPLED AND 
GROUND-COUPLED RESIDENCES, 
APRIL 1982- MARCH 1983 
AIR COUPLED 
APR. MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. JAN. FEB. MAR. 
RESISTANCE 54 3 6 16 19 9 10 64 122 196 119 91 
COMPRESSOR 
AND FANS 132 173 468 1133 1355 592 269 144 269 417 269 231 
WATER HTG. 618 796 580 359 318 337 188 408 447 492 461 279 
BASE LOAD 1010 1134 1073 1154 1070 1112 548 1032 1047 1028 859 765 
TOTAL 1814 2106 2127 2662 2782 2050 1015 1648 1885 2133 1708 1366 
GROUND COUPLED 
RESISTANCE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
COMPRESSOR 
AND FANS 113 206 482 895 851 541 182 84 212 353 252 177 
WATER HTG. 257 288 162 114 85 163 242 222 200 261 231 248 
BASE LOAD 409 523 434 461 398 439 426 447 385 508 354 467 
TOTAL 779 1017 1078 1470 1334 1143 850 753 797 1122 837 892 
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Comparison of Hourly Demand to 
Outdoor Temperature for Air-
C~upled and Ground-Coupled 
Houses in January 1982 
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at temperature extremes. 
The computer simulation program was run for air-coupled 
- # 
and ground-coupled heat heat pump systems to compare the 
HVAC energy demand and performance for a period of one year 
from April 1982 to March 1983. The simulation program uti-
lizes the measured outdoor weather conditions and internal 
loads of the air-coupled and ground-coupled houses individu-
ally. The comparison of performance of heat pumps in the 
otherwise identically designed houses was complicated by the 
variation of life styles of the occupants, indoor tempera-
ture, number of people and internal appliances and equip-
ment. So it was decided to compare the two systems under 
two main categories. First comparing HVAC demand and the 
performance of the heat pump systems by using individual 
house internal loads and conditions. Second,comparing with 
normalized load, that is both the systems are subjected to 
same internal and external load conditions. The ground-
coupled heat pump system house thermal load was used for 
this purpose. 
Figures 35 through 37 show the comparison of the air-
coupled and ground-coupled heat pump system for the three 
summer months from July, 1982 to September 1982. It can be 
seen that EER of the ground-coupled system was always higher 
than air-coupled system. Even with normalized thermal loads 
the performance varied only by a very small percentage from 
the regular performance which clearly shows the superiority 
of the ground-coupled heat pump system. 
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There is quite a difference in the HVAC energy usage 
during the summer months between normalized load and indi-
vidual load curves. This is mainly due to the reason that 
the normalized load is that of the ground-coupled house 
which was maintained at a higher indoor temperature. 
Figures 38 through 40 shows the comparison of the air-
coupled and ground-coupled heat pump systems with normalized 
and individual loads for three winter months from December, 
1982 to February, 1983. The high COP of the ground-coupled 
heat pump system can be very clearly seen in these plots • 
The performance of the air-coupled unit did not change even 
with the normalized load. On an average, the difference in 
COP of the system is one. 
Comparison of the two systems with and without normali-
zation loads is plotted for the whole year in Figure 41 and 
the numerical values are given in the same plot. The main 
objectives of this study were achieved and are shown in this 
plot, the Ground Coupled unit was consuming less energy for 
HVAC purposes throughout the year. It significantly reduced 
the peak demand both during the summer and winter months. 
The savings in the HVAC energy consumption is more than 29%. 
Comparison with Freidrich Ground-Coupled 
Heat Pump System 
During recent years, the design of ground-coupled heat 
pump system has undergone numerous changes for better effi-
ciency. It was decided to compare the Carrier air-coupled 
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Figure 38~ Comparison of Daily HVAC Con-
sumption and Efficiencies of 
Air-Coupled ,Ground-Coupled 
and Normalised Ground-Coupled 
Heat Pumps for the Month of 
Decamber 1982. 
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Figure 39. Comparison of Daily HVAC Con-
sumption and Efficiencies of 
Air-Coupled ,Ground-Coupled 
and Normalised Ground-Coupled 
Heat Pumps for the Month of 
Janu~ry 1983. 
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Figure 40. Comparison of Daily HVAC Con-
sumption and Efficiencies of 
Air-Coupled ,Ground-Coupled 
and Normalised Ground-Coupled 
Heat Pumps for the Month of 
February 1983. 
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Figure 41. Normalized Comparison of Monthly HVAC Consumption for 
Air-coupled and Grounrl-Coupled Houses 
-J 
and Commandaire ground-coupled heat pump system with a 
similar system using a recently developed Freidrich ground-
coupled heat pump which has a higher manufacturers rated 
performance characteristics. The steady state performance 
data obtained from the manufacturers was incorporated in the 
system simulation computer program. 
The thermal load of the ground-coupled {west house) was 
applied to the Carrier air-coupled, Commandaire ground-
coupled and Freidrich ground-coupled systems and the results 
were plotted in Figure 42 for August 1982 {summer) and for 
January 1983 {winter) in Figure 43. The Freidrich ground-
~oupled heat pump with a higher manufacturers rated perform-
ance characteristics could apparantly both save more energy 
and further reduce the peak demand. 
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Figure 42. Normalised HVAC Consumption 
and Efficiencies for Three 
Heat Pumps for the Month of 
January 1983. 
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Heat Pumps for the Month of 
August 1982. 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The following conclusions were arrived at : 
l. The building thermal load and system simulation 
programs gave good results in predicting the HVAC 
energy demand, closely following the path of the meas-
ured values. 
2. The ground-coupled heat pump system was superior to 
the air-coupled heat pump system in reducing the HVAC 
demand. 
3. The ground-coupled heat pump system operated 
throughout the study period (April 1982 to March 1983} 
without using any backup resistance heat. 
4. The U-tube ground-coupled heat exchanger operated 
without any problem for the whole study period from 
April 1982 to March 1983. 
5. The overall reliability of.the heat pump systems 
was excellent. 
6. The data acquisition system worked satisfactorily 
and good data have been collected and stored in IBM 
magnetic disk tapes for the period from January 1982 to 
March 1983. 
7. The Freidrich ground-coupled heat pump system had 
better performance characteristics than the Commandaire 
7~ 
ground-coupled heat pump and the Carrier air-coupled 
heat pump systems when modeled in a simulation of the 
load. 
A suggestion regarding further work on this pro-
ject is: 
l. A complete economic study should be performed in 
order to determine the economic feasibility of the 
ground-coupled systems. 
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Command-Aire SWP-150 ~ater-to-Air Heat Pump Heating and Cooling Performance 
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Channel Description Multiplier Units 
No. 
00 Day Day 
01 Hour Hour 
02 Minute Minute 
03 Outdoor temp X 0.1 Celsius 
04 East in temp X 0.1 Celsius 
05 Solar in temp X 0.1 Celsius 
06 Middle in temp X 0.1 Celsius 
07 West well out temp X 0.1 Celsius 
08 West well in temp X 0.1 Celsius 
09 West in temp X 0.1 Celsius 
10 Middle well in temp X 0.1 Celsius 
11 Middle well out temp X 0.1 Celsius 
12 Solarout temp X 0.1 Celsius 
13 Outside rel-humidity X 0.1 % RH 
14 East rel-humidity X 0.1 % RH 
15 West rel-humidity X 0.1 % RH 
16 Middle rel-humidity X 0.1 % RH 
17 Hori insolation % 886 kw/sg.m 
18 Ver insolation % 688 kw/sg.m 
19 Not used 
20 Not used 
21 Not used 
22 West total power X 24.0 W.hr/15.min 
23 Mid total power X 24.0 W.hr/15.min 
24 East total power X 24.0 W.hr/15.min 
25 Wind direction Degrees 
26 Wind speed Mph 
27 Wind Run 
28 East hot water X 1000 Btus 
29 East hot water Gallons 
30 East Resistance X 0.72 W.hr/15.min 
31 Not used 
32 East hot shot X 0.24 W.hr/15.min 
33 Not used 
34 East Comp X 0.72 W.hr/15.min 
35 East in fan X 0.24 W.hr/15.min 
36 East out fan X 0.24 W.hr/15.min 
37 West hot water Gallons 
38 West hot water X 1000 Btus 
39 West well flow Gallons 
40 West well cooing X 100 Btus 
41 West resistence ·x 0.72 W.hr/15.min 
42 West well heating X 100 Btus 
43 West hot shot X 0.24 W.hr/15.min 
44 West comp X 0.72 W.hr/15.min 
83 
45 West indoor fan X 0.24 W.hr/15.min 
46 West well pump X 0.24 W.hr/15.min 
47 Mid hot water X 1000 Btus 
48 Mid hot water Gallons 
49 Mid solar flow Gallons 
50 Mid solar heat X 1000 Btus 
51 Mid well flow Gallons 
52 Mid well colling X 100 Btus 
53 Mid resistence X 0.72 W.hr/15.min 
54 Mid hot water X 0.9 W.hr/15.min 
55 Mid hot shot X 0.24 W.hr/15.min 
56 Mid comp X O·. 72 W.hr/15.min 
57 Mid indoor fan X 0.24 W.hr/15.min 
58 Mid well pump X 0.24 W.hr/15.min 
59 Mid solar pump X 0.24 W.hr/15.min 
60 East hot water X 0.9 W.hr/15.min 
61 west hot water X 0.9 W.hr/15.min 
62 Mid well heating X 100 Btus 
63 Not used 
APPE~IX B 
DATA .. TAPES 
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SYS fEMS Sl:CTION 
TAPE MAP VERSION 1.2 25 MAY 1983 WEDNESDAY 1. :rn .o3 
CONTENTS OF MAGNETIC TAPE VOLUME - T2225 OWNER 
FILE BLOCK 
NO DATASET NAME COUNT CREATED EXPIRES PASSWORD BLKSIZE LRECL RECFM 
FEB81. TAPE DATA 130 82. 140 00.000 6160 80 FB 
2 MIIR81. TAPE .DAl A 232 82. 140 00.000 6160 80 FB 
3 AP1rn1.TAPE.DATA 193 82.140 00.000 6160 80 FB 
4 JUN81. lAPE .DATA 47 82 144 00 000 GIGO 80 FB 
5 JUL.8 1 . l APE DAf A 36 82. 144 00.000 6160 80 FB 
6 JUL81 CH28.DATA 68 82. 144 00.000 6160 80 FB 
7 AUG81 CH2H.DATA 59 82. 144 00.000 6160 BO FB 
8 AUG81.TAPE DATA 44 82 .. 144 00.000 6160 80 FB 
9 SEP81. TAPE .DATA 236 82. 144 00 000 6160 80 FB 
10 0Cf81 .TAPE.DATA 201 82.144 00.000 ~160 80 fB 
11 NOVA1.TAPE DATA 248 82. 144 00 000 6160 80 FB 
12 DEC81. TAPE .DAll\ 242 82. 144 00.000 6160 BO FB 
13 JANH2 lAPE DAlA 260 82. 144 00.000 6160 80 FB 
14 FEfl82.TAPE.DAlA 239 82. 144 00.000 6160 80 FB 
1!:i MAfHl2. 1 AP!:. DI\ I I\ 271 82. 148 00.000 6160 80 FB 
1E> APR82. fAPE DAlA 262 82.247 00.000 6160 80 FB 
1 1 MAVA2 lAPE DAlA 271 82.247 00.000 b160 80 FB 
1H JUN!l2.TI\PE.DATA 262 82.247 00.000 6160 80 FR 
l!l ,tUU:12. I APE. DA 1 A 271 82 247 00.000 6160 !JO FB 
20 AUG82.TEL.DATA 265 82.260 00.000 6160 BO rn 
21 AUGB2.TAPE..DATA 271 82.2GO 00.000 6160 HO FB 
22 SEP82 TAPE.DATA 262 82.301 00.000 6160 BO FH 
23 OCT82 lllPE DATA 271 82.323 00 000 6160 80 FB 
24 NOV82.lAPE.DATA 262 82.356 00.000 6160 BO FB 
25 OECA2.TIIPE.DATA 254 83.022 00.000 6160 BO 1-13 
26 dl\N83.TIIPE DAfA 271 83.055 00.000 6160 BO FB 
'.!1 FEl3il3.lAPE 01\TA 245 83.071 00 000 6160 80 FH 
:?B Mlllrn3. l /\PE DATA 271 83.093 00.000 6160 00 rn 
CREATED BY 
TRTCH DEN JORNI\ME/STEPNAME 
4 U 11833AA/ 
4 U 11833AA/ 
,1 U11033AA/ 
,1 lJ 11833AA/ 
4 U I 1833AA/ 
4 U 118 33AA/ 
4 U 11 B33AA/ 
•1 U 11833AA/ 
4 U 1 1 !l33AA/ 
4 U 11833AA/ 
4 U11833AA/ 
4 U 118331\1\/ 
4 U 110 33AA/ 
,1 U 1 lB:J:lAA/ 
4 lJ 1183:JAA/ 
,, U 11 fl'.1~lAI\/ 
4 lJ 1 1 f!33AA/ 
•1 U 11B3:MA/ 
·1 U I 1f!:l3AA/ 
•I U I 1!13'.JAA/ 
,, U 1 1fl 33AII/ 
•1 U11833,\t-J/ 
4 U 118331\C/ 
4 U11A33AS/ 
4 lJ 11 ll3311K/ 
,1 U 1 rn:J3A4/ 
4 U11833A4/ 
" 
lJ 1 1H:l:1A 1 / 
APP. LENGTH 
METERS 
4.68 
8.06 
6.79 
I. 93 
1. 50 
2.65 
2.34 
1 .134 
8.20 
7.03 
8.60 
8.38 
fl.98 
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~. :J(:j 
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(j . 3 ~} 
il.O!:.i 
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'.I 1 ~ i 
~I :J2 
9 ()(j 
9. 42 
~ OG 
11.BO 
(l J 7 
(l. 4!l 
9 :J!.J 
2oi-:- .,:1 
(X) 
m 
SYSTEMS SECT ION 
TAPE MAP VERSION 1.2 25 MAY 1983 WEDNESDAY 1.36.09 
CONfENTS OF MAGNETIC TAPE VOLUME - T4394 OWNER 
FILE BLOCK 
NO DATASET NAME COUNf CREATED EXPIRES PASSWORD Bl.KSIZE l.RECL RECFM 
1 FEB81.TAPE DATA 130 82. 140 00 000 6160 80 FB 
2 MAR81. TAPE .DA fA 232 82. 140 00.000 6160 80 F Fl 
3 APR81. TAPE. DAl A 193 82. 140 00.000 6160 80 FB 
4 JUN81. TAPE .DATA 47 82. 144 00.000 6160 BO FB 
5 JUL81.TAPE.DATA 36 82. 144 00.000 61GO BO FB 
6 JUL8 1 . CH2B. DAT A 68 82. 144 00 000 6160 BO Ff3 
7 AUG81.CH28 DATA 59 82. 144 O) 000 6160 BO FB 
8 AUG81.TAPE DATA 44 82. 144 0 ).000 6160 80 FB 
9 SEP81.1APE DATA 236 82. 14<1 01).000 6160 80 FB 
10 OCl81.TAPE.DATA 201 82. 144 01).000 6160 BO Fl3 
11 NOV81.TAPE DATA 248 82 144 00.000 6160 80 Fll 
12 DECB1.TAPE:DATA 242 82. 144 00.000 6160 80 Fl3 
13 JAN82.TAPE.DATA 260 82. 144 00 000 6160 BO FB 
14 FE1382.TAPE.DATA 239 82. 144 00.000 6160 BO FR 
10 MAR82.TAPE.DATA :n 1 82. 148 00.000 6160 80 Fl3 
1b APR82.TAPE.DATA 262 fl2.247 00.000 6160 RO fl1 
17 MAYfl2.TAPE.DATA 77 1 82 247 00.000 61GO BO fl1 
18 JUN82.TAPE.0AlA 262 82. 2,17 00.000 6160 BO FB 
19 JUI.H2.TAPE.DATA 271 82.247 00.000 6160 BO FB 
20 AUGB2.TE:L.OATA 265 82.260 00.000 6160 BO FB 
21 AUG82.TAPE.OATA 271 82.260 00.000 6160 80 FB 
n SEP82.TAPE.DATA 262 82.301 00.000 6160 AO FB 
23 0Cf82.TAPE.DATA 271 82.323 00.000 6160 BO FB 
24 NOV82.TAPE.DATA 262 82.356 00 000 6160 BO FB 
25 DEC82.TAPE.DATA 254 83 .022 00 000 6160 80 FB 
26 JAN83.TAPE.DAlA 271 83.055 00.000 6160 80 FB 
n FEB83.1APE.DATA 245 B3.071 00.000 6160 80 FB 
:?8 MAR83.lAPE.DATA 271 83.093 00.000 6160 80 Fl:i 
CREATED BY 
TRTCH DEN JOBNAME/STEPNAME 
4 U 11833AA/ 
4 U 11H:l3AA/ 
4 U 11f!33AA/ 
4 U1 lfl3311A/ 
4 U 11 A33AA/ 
" 
U11H:l:JAA/ 
., U 1183:MII/ 
4 U 11fl:i:lAA/ 
4 U 1 1 fl33AA/ 
4 U 1 I llJ:IAII/ 
4 U 1 183:JAA/ 
4 U 11833AA/ 
4 U 11833AA/ 
4 U11833AA/ 
" 
U 1 1833AA/ 
,, U11833AA/ 
4 U 1 1 ll33AA/ 
,, U 11fJ33AA/ 
4 U 11 f\33/\A/ 
" 
U 11 fl:l311A/ 
"' 
U 11fl::J3AA/ 
" 
U I 1833AN/ 
,, U 1 1 B3311C/ 
,, 
'.J 1 rn:13AS/ 
4 U 1 11! 3 :lllK/ 
" 
U11fl33M/ 
,1 U 11 f3:J3A4/ 
,, U 11H~l3A 1/ 
APP. 
METERS 
4.70 
8.09 
6.79 
1. 94 
1. 5B 
2.G5 
2.34 
1 85 
8.22 
7 .OG 
8.61 
8.41 
9.00 
8.30 
9.37 
9.07 
D.3"f 
9.07 
9.37 
9. 1fl 
9.37 
9.0B 
9 37 
9.0B 
fl.BO 
9.37 
fl. 51 
-~-37 
:?07 92 
LENGTH 
CX> 
°' 
SYSTEMS SECTION 
TAPE MAP VERSION 1.225MAY 1983 WEDNESDAY 1 34. 22 
CONTENTS OF MAGNETIC TAPE VOLUME - T62368 OWNER 
FILE BLOCK 
NO. DATASET NAME COUNT CREATED EXPIRES PASSWORD BLKSIZE LRECL RECFM 
1 NOV80.BIN.DATA 144 8 1 . 198 00.000 5284 264 VR 
2 NDV80.RAW.DATA 209 81. 198 00.000 6160 80 FB 
3 DEC80.BIN.DA1A 149 81. 198 00.000 5284 264 VI< 
4 DEC80.RAW.DATII 159 81. 198 00.000 6160 80 FB 
5 JAN81.8IN.DATA 149 81. 19B 00.000 5284 264 VR 
6 JAN81 .RAW.DATA 232 81. 198 00.000 6160 BO FB 
FEl:l81.B1N.Di\l"A 34 8 1. 321 00.000 5284 264 Vil 
8 FEB81.f<AW DATA 53 81. 32 1 00.000 611:iO 80 Fl-l 
Cl~EATED BY 
TR'f CH DEN JOBNAME/SlEPNAME 
4 U11484A3/ 
4 U11484A3/ 
4 U114fl4AR/ 
4 U 1 1 ,1 fl 4 A I</ 
,1 u 1 1 ,in 4 Al< I 
{\ U 1 1 ,1 fl 4 A I</ 
4 U 11•Ei \AN/ 
4 U11'151AN/ 
APP 
METEl<S 
4.6G 
7.35 
I\ , fl \ 
5.6El 
41 • n 1 
H 11 
1. :J9 
:> . 1 '....i 
3fl. 9,1 
LENGIII 
a, 
-.J 
SYSTEMS SECTION 
TAPE MAP VERSION 1 .2 25 MAY 1983 WEDNESDAY 1. 38. 35 
CONTENTS OF MAGNETIC TAPE VO!UME - T4517 OWNER 
FILE BLOCK 
NO DATASET NAME COUNT CREATED EXPIRES PASSWORD BLKSIZE LRECL RECFM 
1 JAN82.CLEAN.DATA 271 82.326 00.000 6160 BO FB 
2 FEB82.CLEAN.DATA 245 82.326 00.000 6160 80 FB 
3 MARB2.CLEAN.OATA 271 82 326 00 000 6160 BO F8 
4 APR82.CLEAN.DATA 262 B2.326 00.000 6160 80 FB 
5 MAY82.CLEAN.OATA 271 82.326 00.000 6160 80 FB 
6 JUN82 CLEAN.DATA 262 B2.326 00.000 6160 BO FB 
7 JULB2.CLEAN.DATA 271 82.326 00.000 6160 BO F8 
8 AUGB2.CLEAN.DATA 271 82.326 00.000 6160 80 FB 
9 SEPB2.CLEAN.OATA 262 82.326 00.000 6160 80 FB 
10 OCT82.CLEAN.DATA 271 82.326 00.000 6160 80 FB 
1 1 NOV82.CLEAN.DATA 262 82.356 00.000 6160 80 FB 
12 DEC82.CLEAN.DAfA 254 83 .022 00.000 6160 80 FB 
13 JAN83.CLEAN.OATA 27 1 83.055 00.000 6160 BO FB 
14 FEB83.CLEAN.OATA 2·15 !l3. 071 00.000 6160 80 F[3 
15 MAR83.CLEAN.DATA ')7 1 fl3.093 00.000 6160 110 fLl 
16 JA820Y.TOTAL.UA1A n 83. 103 00.000 6160 00 FB 
17 FB820Y TOTAL.DATA •1 83.103 00.000 6160 80 FB 
18 MR82DY.TOTAL.DATA 5 83. 103 00.000 6160 80 FB 
19 AP820Y.TOTAL.OATA 5 83.103 00.000 6160 80 F8 
20 MY820Y.TOTAL.DATA 5 83. 103 00.000 6160 80 F[3 
2 1 JN82DY.TOfAL.OATA 5 83. 103 00.000 6160 80 FB 
22 JY820Y.TOTAL.DATA 5 83. 103 00.000 6160 80 F 13 
23 AU82DY.TOTAL.OATA 5 83. 103 00.000 6160 80 FB 
?4 SP82DY lOlAL.DATII 5 fl3 103 00 000 6160 BO FB 
'" 
.. , OC82DY lOIIIL.D/1111 ~) !l3 103 00 000 6160 BO l'f'. 
26 NV8:::>DY TOl Al DA l A \) 83 103 00.000 G1GO BO F ll 
27 DC82DY. l O 1 ,\l l)l\f/1 5 R:l. 103 00 000 6160 BO Fri 
28 JA83DY lOTAL DlllA 5 B3 103 00 000 G160 no t=H 
29 FB83DY.TOTIII. DATIi ,1 fl:J. 10'.l 00.000 GIGO fl() Fil 
30 M~B3DY.TOIAL.01\TA !) 113. 103 00.000 6160 BO Fil 
Cl~EATED BY 
TRfCH OEN J08NAME/S1EPNAME 
4 lJ11B33AQ/ 
4 U 11 B3JAW/ 
,1 U 11B33AE/ 
4 U 1 Hl33AI~/ 
,1 U111l3JAf/ 
4 LJ11fl'.l3AY/ 
4 U 1 1 fl33AU/ 
4 U11833Al/ 
4 U I 1833,\0/ 
·1 U 11B'.l3AP/ 
4 U 1 1!!3:JAA/ 
4 U 11fl33Al./ 
,1 U 1 111:13A3/ 
4 U I I B'.l:JA2 / 
•1 lJl 1113:lAX/ 
4 lJ 11/l'.l:JAO/ 
,1 u 1 rn :nA 1 I 
4 U 11 033112/ 
4 U11B33A3/ 
4 U11833A1/ 
•1 lJ 11113'.JA2/ 
4 U 11ll33A•1/ 
4 U 1 1833,\9/ 
·1 lJ 1 I fJ'.lJIIM/ 
,, U 11!1'.l'.JMI/ 
,1 U 1111J:i11H/ 
·1 U 111!'.l:JA•l/ 
,1 U 1 1 B:l:J/1 S/ 
li I tfl'.l'.lllV/ 
,1 U I 1fl'.J'.JA3/ 
APP. 
MElERS 
9. 40 
8 ,10 
9.35 
'J.05 
9 ,1 1 
9. 13 
9.35 
9.35 
9. 12 
9 ,12 
9.01 
8.79 
9.32 
8 51 
D.31 
0.55 
0.53 
0. 55 
0.55 
0 55 
0.55 
0 55 
0.55 
0.55 
() . r)(i 
0 !JS 
0. ~)~) 
0 51::) 
0 5'.l 
0. :i(j 
14\", :•? 
L[NG I It 
(X> 
(X> 
APPENDIX C 
FLOW CHARTS 
89 
HEAT PUMP CAPACITY 
SUSP.OUTINES 
HPUMPC 
APUMPC 
HPUMPH 
A PU MPH 
COM?UTE S S. HT. PW.!P 
CAP.~CITY, HT. REJ/EX iRAC, 
ANO POWC:R INPUT 
I 
' COMPUTE HT; 
?UMP O~HIME 
NO YE~·._,.,-.-, ·  ~O 
- ...... ,.., ........ 
? 
__ , n:s _ 
COMPUTE 
ACTUAL HT. PUMP 
OUTPUT 
RES. HI.= 
OLC~::::-1:'CA? 
90 
MAIN 
(sT;~0 
I 
READ H/C 1.0.\CS MID 11E)0CR 
Tf.MPt.RA TUPES fiWM LDS11,I 
,----------<:-,----")<-'-----------0 
STOP 
READ ENV:f,OW.1ENTAL DATA 
FOR SPECIFII iJ HOL'SE FnC~I 
WEA Th ER FILES 
COOL:N~ 
----LY 
MAIN 
11ou~ wr:sT y--1 
~tJH fN 
l!PIJ'/o?l-t 
I 
I 
I 
_ _j 
S'!,,il~J S8RfN 
-5~~~ Vl..:'IIEX 
"-~~~~~---~--1 
s;!il rM L A,'Ut,:Pli P:~IIH RESULTS 
STOP 
SBA TN 
HPUMPC 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
_____ _J 
. SBH rN 
APUMPC 
~>0 
'° 
,_. 
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